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Supporting technology on the move
Wireless communications allow us to be at our desk in the office no matter where we are in
the world. Laptops, although compact and lightweight, can pose a serious risk to a users’ 
long term health. The close position of the screen and keyboard forces a hunched posture 
which means frequent laptop users can experience serious back and neck pain. Employers 
have an obligation to provide laptop users with the ergonomic accessories necessary to 
enable safe working. The Colebrook Bosson Saunders range of laptop stands and mobile 
workstations can be set to correct your posture, meaning that wherever you work, you do it 
in comfort.
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Lapjack is the perfect stand for laptop users on the move. Made from a strong, flexible, lightweight
aluminium based material, Lapjack folds flat and can be slipped into a briefcase or laptop bag. Used with
a separate mouse and keyboard, Lapjack corrects the posture of laptop users and allows employers to
fulfil their health and safety obligations.

MAX
4kg/8.82lb
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296mm/11.65”

236mm/9.3”

10.5mm/4.1”

code LAP/012/S

colours Silver

description Portable laptop holder

weight 0.40kg, 0.88lb
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Laptop Stand_Lapjack

Ergonomic laptop stand

Lapjack
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Jellyfish is a stylish addition to a desk, whether at home or in the office. The organic moulded plastic
design, available in a range of colours, can hold a laptop at one of three height settings to position the
screen at eye level. Used with a separate mouse and keyboard, Jellyfish corrects the posture of laptop
users and allows employers to fulfil their health and safety obligations.

MAX
4kg/8.82lb
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*NOT FOR SALE OR RESALE IN THE USA OR ITS TERRITORIES

code JFH/001

colours Red:/R, White:/W, Yellow:/Y, Black:/B  to order

description Laptop stand

weight 1.10kg, 2.43lb
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Ergonomic Laptop Stand 
Jel ly f ish

Ergonomic laptop stand

Jellyfish
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Albert is a modular system of components that can be combined to create a versatile range of mobile 
or static environments. Flat screens, keyboards and CPUs can all be integrated as well as printers and 
paper shelves. Ideal for all environments; from offices, to hospitals, Internet cafes to homes, Albert 
creates a bespoke workstation where ever it is required.
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code AL/PALM

colours Table Top Grey: /GR, Maple: /MA to order

description Palm Top, C-post Arm, CLAM02, Post 700mm, Post 400mm, Wheel Base

weight 15.30kg, 33.73lb

*Illustration shows with AL/T5, available in AL/T6 as well

MAX
12kg/26.4lb
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Mobile Workstation_ Alber t

Mobile workstation

Albert
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